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Field Recording: “using a microphone and portable recording equipment to 
capture the sounds of an environment” – tacitly, the “field” is left undefined,
but it is presumed to be somewhere “out there,”  and not your own home. 

Note: please use
a better microphone
than the SM 57
that you see in this 
photograph. 



Field Recording: “using a microphone and portable recording equipment to 
capture the sounds of an environment” – tacitly, the “field” is left undefined,
but it is presumed to be somewhere “out there,”  and not your own home. 



Sampling can mean many things. Let’s propose as a working definition that it refers to
a broad array of creative practices that recontextualize and transform pre-existing sound.
This begs a lot of questions (creative how? recontextualized where? by whom?).
If you want a comprehensive history of sampling, please track down Jon Leidecker’s
“Varations” series of lectures commissioned by the MACBA museum in Barcelona. 



Sampling and Consent: What shouldn’t you 
sample? What are the ethical or political limit 
cases? 

For a monograph on the legal history of 
attempts to regulate sampling, and a 
searching analysis of the problem of cultural
appropriation and theft attendant upon
a pervasive recording industry dynamic that
profited off of sampling black musicians 
without credit or compensation, see 
Kembrew McLeod and Peter Dicola’s
“Creative License: The Law and Culture of 
Digital Sampling”, Duke UP, 2011.



Sampling and Consent: What shouldn’t you 
sample? What are the ethical or political limit 
cases? 

Through a friend’s mother who was studying 
clinical psychology, we gained access to a 
recording from a mental health clinic of three
highly disturbed mental patients who were
Recorded by clinicians to document the
Symptomatic presentation of their disorders.
Because these recordings were made without
the consent of the patients, these seem to us
to be things that would be wrong to sample. 



Matmos makes albums at home out of 
the sounds of everyday life. This often 
focuses upon objects or actions that 
are taking place around our home 
environment. For many years now, we 
have made albums that build 
elaborate musical collage forms out of 
recordings of things such as washing 
machines and everyday- and not so 
everyday--- objects. 



A case in point is our album “Ultimate 
Care II” (Thrilll Jockey, 2016), recorded 
at home and made entirely from the 
sounds generated by our washing 
machine. 





Then, COVID happened, and life under lockdown and ongoing quarantine conditions
changed everyday life, and thus changed what it means to talk about “the sound of
everyday life.” Suddenly, domesticity became intensified, at once the imagined safe
harbor from a threatening world outside and the inescapable prison of a certain kind
of reified bourgeois property owner status, even as mass evictions made it clear that
not everyone has the security of a space in which to feel stuck / trapped / bored. 









“Quarantine Supercut” layout in Digital Performer audio editing software



Quarantine Supercut, 2020. 



Clare Birchall uses the term 
“shareveillance” to describe the 
meshwork generated through the 
voluntary uploading of personal 
expression (images, words, video) that
Is then scraped, stored and used by 
both corporations and governments to 
create value and exert control. The 
result is a “sharing assemblage” in 
which agency and ownership are called 
into question. Instead of being a top-
down model of surveillance from 
above, we live now in an ongoing
climate of collective shareveillance. 
The recirculating churn of the digital
documents of everyday life- as 
samples, field recordings, IG posts, 
TikTok, Parler, etc.-– takes place against 
this backdrop. That changes how we 
understand public/private boundaries.

Birchall, “Shareveillance”, University of 
Minnesota Press, 2018. 



I took part in protests on my Hopkins campus against a private police force. Those protests were shared as video on a
Facebook group. I sampled the sound of protests in which I had been a participant and uploaded songs that looped and
manipulated those sounds on Bandcamp. Events in the world enter social media, then enter the studio, then return to
the public. Who owns the sound of protest? What can the sound of protest be used to do? What are the problems of
consent, ownership, surveillance and “shareveillance” generated by the flow of the sound of everyday life? 


